
Blaze Your Team’s Trail  
to Clear Vision and  

New Growth
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V I S I O N



Welcome to the Vision Headwaters, the starting point on a 
clarity journey designed especially for team leaders.  
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Let’s get on the river!  

The Team at Auxano created this tool to help you start an 
important conversation with your team. When this conversation 
happens, an unexpected thing will happen. Starting this 
conversation will make you a hero. Not a Captain America in 
tight-pants hero, but a hero that takes a risk, starts a dialogue that 
matters, and listens to God and their team to advance the work of 
Christ in their world. 

The journey up to the headwaters is not easy. But remember, 
these headwaters are the source for a leadership journey 
designed to build credibility, within safe boundaries, to take your 
team to a new level of effectiveness.

Consider these key route markers before you leave for the 
Headwaters:  
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When you give permission for others to speak into the vision, 
your influence and authority increases with your team. 

Yes, this idea is a little counter-intuitive. For years senior pastors 
have felt the opposite—that starting the conversation is a 
point of vulnerability. Or they sense that it just isn’t practical. 
Every ministry leader has endured fruitless dialogue that just 
wasted time. As a result, point leaders don’t start important 
conversations. It’s just too easy to bypass dialogue, sidestep the 
messiness, and get on with what “makes sense.”

Many leaders would 
rather “Just Lead” 
shaking their head 

that others still want 
to “Talk About.”

 

ROUTE

1
M A R K E R

Your credibility goes up 
when you start the vision 
conversation, even when 
you feel it is unnecessary.
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What is the right kind of dialogue? It is conversation with three 
attributes: 

First, it is point leader-initiated. It is always uncomfortable and 
even awkward when someone on the team gripes about wanting 
more clarity. 

Second, it is pushback friendly. The conversation must give 
permission for people to play devil’s advocate and challenge the 
ideas being shared. 

Third, it is outcome defined. The conversation must have a 
clearly defined purpose, with a meaningful pathway for progress. 

This guide will 
provide the defined 
outcomes. But you 
have to provide the 

initiative to start and 
the permission to 

engage.

2
M A R K E R
ROUTE

The right kind of 
dialogue will bring 
new breakthrough in 
team effectiveness.
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Who does not want more ministry momentum with 
more people living for Jesus through your church? All 
advancing leaders crave progress and long for the 
next breakthrough. What is it then that keeps leaders 
from having the critical vision conversations? 

The natural inclination is NOT to slow down. The great 
irony is that NOT slowing down hurts your team’s 
top speed. Here is a parable that demonstrates this 
principle: Two lumberjacks competed to see who could 
chop down the most trees in one day. One lumberjack 
chopped away tirelessly all day. The other lumberjack 
took a 10-minute break each hour. At the end of the 
day, the lumberjack who took the breaks chopped 
down more trees. In disbelief, the other lumberjack 
asked how he did it. “At every break,” he replied, “I 

took a moment to sharpen my axe.” 

Like the smarter lumberjack, you can set the table for 
conversation and initiate the “slow-down-to-speed-up 
conversations” that improve the performance of those 
around you. 

That is why this tool is so important. It reveals 
opportunities to realize your vision that otherwise you 
just will not see. It shows you exactly where you need 
to gain valuable clarity. And, best of all, it strengthens 
your leadership position in the process. 

A stronger you. A better team.  
Sharpened axes for everyone! 

3
M A R K E R
ROUTE

Slowing down to have a 
vision conversation today, 
will speed up the ministry 
tomorrow. 
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STEP 1:

STEP 2:

STEP 3:

Assess. Lead a quick assessment of your vision with a 
clarity litmus test.

Diagnose and Discuss. Use your score to diagnose your 
church based on the six possible church profiles. 

Schedule. Set aside strategic time as a team to create 
more breakthrough clarity in the next six months. 

After this step you will have a better idea of where exactly to focus your conversation. 

After this step you will have greater clarity of how to proceed with your vision work. 

After this step your team will have calendared days specifically for vision clarification. 

The key to moving forward to the Headwaters  
is to just take the next step.
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Begin by asking each team member to privately answer yes or no to the questions on these two pages. Have 
them add up the number of yes answers as their “clarity score.” Give them permission to write their score down 
on a piece of paper anonymously and hand it to a designated score person. Now, have the score person analyze 
the handwriting behind the lower scores. Just kidding. Ask the score person to average the scores and write the 
final number on a marker board or flip chart page.

STEP 1: ASSESS
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45 Minutes

Yes____ No____   Does your mission roll off your tongue with clarity and heartfelt conviction?

Yes____ No____    If a guest wanted to get involved in your church, is the next step for them simple, easy 
and obvious?

Yes____ No____    Does your staff use a shared definition of the kind of disciple your church is designed 
to produce?

Yes____ No____    Can you share your ministry’s top four values without using your smartphones?

Yes____ No____   In the last 30 days did you hear church attenders talk about your church’s vision?

Yes____ No____    Can your top five leaders articulate what your church can do better than 10,000 others?

Yes____ No____    Can you draw a picture of how to accomplish your church’s mission? Is this the same 
picture that other leaders would draw?

1
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STEP 1: ASSESS
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8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

Yes____ No____    Do members of your small groups or Bible study classes regularly use a discipleship 
self-assessment?

Yes____ No____    Did you consciously run a ministry decision through the filter of your values in the last 
six weeks?

Yes____ No____    Have you planned an event in the next six months that will help your leaders see God’s 
future for your church?

Yes____ No____   In the last month did you think about your mission statement while showering?

Yes____ No____    Does your staff enthusiastically agree about how to accomplish the church’s mission?

Yes____ No____    Do you have a process on paper that shows how your church will develop leaders?

Yes____ No____    Have you used a value-based devotional with volunteers leaders in the past six 
months?

Yes____ No____    Are staff prayers saturated with one clearly defined goal you plan to reach within one 
year from now?
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STEP 1: ASSESS
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Next, ask these questions to the team:
• Is the average score higher or lower than you anticipated? 
•  What question was easiest to answer yes?  

Agree on two or three easy yes responses and write them down.
•  What question was easiest to answer no?  

Agree on two or three obvious no responses and write them down. 
Even when you think the conversation is over, continue to actively listen. Encourage the team to keep sharing. 
Ask them what other thoughts the exercise brought to mind. If you want, you can ask them to share what they 
may be holding back. Give permission. (It will strengthen your heroic position!)
Finally, conclude the conversation by asking this question: “The challenges we have discussed are likely 
occurring due to which of the following reasons?” 
A    We have too little vision language, and it’s easier to just stay busy rather than slow down to understand 

why.
B    We have generic vision language, and it’s uninspiring; or worse, a context-less borrowing of ideas from 

another church.
C   We have too much vision language, and it’s hard to remember every statement, list or acronym.

In other words, based on your average score, do you think that you have a “too much” problem, a “too little” 
problem, or a “too generic” problem when it comes to your communication of vision, mission and strategic direction?
Make sure everyone on the team answers this question and then record the most common answer on a dry 
erase board. Now it is time to move on to Step 2 and diagnose your particular Headwater Profile.
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Using your assessment from the previous section and the age of your church, now identify your particular headwater profile 
from the river personality chart below.

Many people put off going to the Doctor, even when they need to. The fear comes from knowing that their diagnoses will not be easy 
to hear. Church leaders are no different. Your challenge will be to resist the defensiveness, either personally or among the team, that 
the above diagnosis will likely create. Instead, lean into the river personality description of your particular Headwater Profile on the 
following pages and steer discussion energy toward taking the necessary actions of breakthrough in your vision clarity.

STEP 2: DIAGNOSE AND DISCUSS
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45 Minutes

Entrepreneurial  
Church 

(less than 15 years)

Established  
Church 

(more than 15 years)

TOO LITTLE 
VISION LANGUAGE

TOO GENERIC
VISION LANGUAGE

TOO MUCH 
VISION LANGUAGE

T E A M  A S S E S S M E N T

The Steady Church: 
Diligently Naive

The Methodical Church:  
Happily Clueless

The Thoughtful Church: 
Competently Complex

The Comfortable Church: 
Consistently Conventional

The Industrious Church: 
Tirelessly Pleasing

The Busy Church: 
Optimistically Overwhelmed

C
H

U
R

C
H

 
A

G
E

Today, our church’s 
Headwater Profile is...
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This Headwater Profile is less than 15 years old, with too little vision language… the busy church.  
In fact, you probably wear your busyness like a badge of honor. However, not all busyness is progress. In 
the back of your mind are the memories of living week to week as a church plant. Remembering the days 
in which you wished you had a building or resources brings a desire to make the highest and best use of 
today’s blessings. Therefore, you see slowing down to work on vision clarity as an obstacle to progress. You 
are probably continuing to use the first, generalized vision prospectus from when the church first launched, 
even though the church and community have changed since then.
Focus your vision clarity actions to slow down and dig into what makes you unique as a church. Speed of 
ministry leads your identity to be a blur of common phrases any church could claim. Dive deep into what 
makes your church unique by celebrating God’s divine signature on your congregation.

Ask the team: 

Where have we prioritized the accomplishment of “doing” church through programming and sacrificed an 
understanding of “being” the church as followers of Christ?
What will we have to stop doing in order to slow down and develop vision clarity that is shared by everyone 
in our church?
Who will lead the charge for the next six months and be our River Guide on this clarity journey?
After discussing these questions, and identifying obstacles and leadership, move on to  
Step Three: Schedule.

Optimistically 
Overwhelmed

Proceed to Step 3 on Page 17
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This Headwater Profile is less than 15 years old, with generic vision language… the steady church.  
You have fought the winds of change that most church plants face. Now, your temptation is to sail toward 
the comforts of the harbor, rather than the open seas where transformation thrives. Your church plant 
spirit is still a part of the culture, but your highly calculated risks are getting fewer and farther between. 
The vision language from the early years feels as comfortable as a pair of old blue-jeans. One look in the 
mirror reveals that those jeans may not fit quite as well as they used-to. Your leadership intuition knows that 
reframing vision will require change, you are just not sure where.
Gather your leaders, look back to those early days of just starting out, and engage the unknown once again. 
It is time to move beyond your functional, yet generic language of vision. Rethinking how you articulate 
God’s calling for the church does not diminish the effectiveness of the last few years. Remember, the 
language of vision that has worked until now, is not likely to support the complexity that growth naturally 
brings. Bravely chart a course following God’s leadership toward the next horizon.

Ask the team: 
What words have been around since day one that no longer inspire and excite our leadership? Where is our 
language getting soft?
What are the real consequences of taking the time to move beyond the sparse language of today and risk 
engagement in the uncharted waters of mission?
Who will lead the charge for the next six months and be our River Guide on this clarity journey?
After discussing these questions, and identifying obstacles and leadership, move on to  
Step Three: Schedule.

Diligently 
Naive

Proceed to Step 3 on Page 17
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This Headwater Profile is less than 15 years old, with too much vision language… the thoughtful church.  
You easily spend time talking about new ways to articulate what God is doing. Most leadership meetings 
last longer than anticipated because of smart and vibrant discussion. Yet, the jury is out on whether more 
words actually leads to any more action. In the few short years your church has been in existence, the 
layers of vision articulation have piled up. An informed outsider could spend a few hours, and like an 
archeologist, uncover your history of vision communication. They could classify the relics of conferences, 
planter cohorts, or leadership books deeply fossilized within each layer. Your membership class curriculum 
has likely seen at least one substantive change every year, if not after each session. The thought of 
clarifying vision seems unnecessary and repetitive. However, a fresh, reflective understanding of your 
church’s uniqueness remains elusive.
Leverage your strength in processing and verbal communication to spend productive time getting to know 
the church God now calls you to become. Instead of asking other leaders for their models or letting the 
team recite other church’s visionary ideas, stop and prioritize context over pretext. Maintain the healthy 
tension of confident identity in “what is” alongside the holy discontent of “what should be.”

Ask the team: 
In what ways have we over-discussed and under-discovered the unique thumbprint God has given us for 
this culture and community?
What is the one most important action to take in the next 60-90 days to realize our vision?
Who will lead the charge for the next six months and be our River Guide on this clarity journey?
After discussing these questions, and identifying obstacles and leadership,  
move on to Step Three: Schedule.

Competently
Complex
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Proceed to Step 3 on Page 17
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This Headwater Profile is more than 15 years old, with too little vision language…  the methodical church.  
Through the years as growth slowed, decisions have probably been made toward the preservation of status 
quo. Phrases like “win the war, not the battle” float among leadership meetings. This unspoken hope is that 
the Church will one day regain the historic cultural importance of generations past. Attention to theological 
accuracy is not just very important, it is likely an excuse to neglect other critical areas of church health. 
Vision language is present, just not understandable without years of seminary training, and therefore 
meaningless to a new attender. It may be easy to let a narrative of superiority develop in comparison to 
other churches in town. Especially those churches that are growing, and gaining the families that are 
leaving your church.
Engage your committed core with a fresh, Biblical expression of the Great Commission that encourages 
them to be active about living the mission every day. Capture the “family” atmosphere of the church 
verbally. Just be careful to not make a guest feel like they have accidentally ended-up at someone else’s 
family reunion. The time is now to cultivate a renewed energy and passion for life change in the body 
through catalytic vision language.

Ask the team: 
How have we made decisions in light of where we have been instead of where God is calling us next?  
What are 1-2 actions we can take immediately to reverse that trend?
What was the last life change story that we told and what are the 3-4 big ideas from that story that can 
influence our vision-casting language?
Who will lead the charge for the next six months and be our River Guide on this clarity journey?
After discussing these questions, and identifying obstacles and leadership,  
move on to Step Three: Schedule.

Happily
Clueless

Proceed to Step 3 on Page 17
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This Headwater Profile is more than 15 years old, with generic vision language… the comfortable church.  
Adjustments to the language of vision have happened through the years, but only as a last resort or to appease 
your younger staff. You likely respond to trends and movements in the Church, just not anywhere near where 
and when the early adopters will. If your church were a smart phone, you would be one to two models behind 
the latest release. Rather than look to the future, you instead celebrate “not being like the flip-phone church” 
down the road. The rate of change at your church is often so slow that nobody notices the changes when they 
actually happen. It has probably been only in the last few years that you have phased out the “Five Purposes” 
and developed a new, but comfortably generic mission statement.
Acknowledge the restless feeling among your leadership that something contextual may be missing. Reach 
beyond the common and quickly accessed words that provide a sense of accomplishment in theory, but in 
practice fail to accomplish anything. Strive to awaken an evangelistic fervor within your congregation by using 
imaginative and illustrative visionary language.

Ask the team: 
What vision language are we currently using that fails to capture the unique calling of our church? What 
words or phrases are non-negotiable and which ones can we sunset in the next 3-6 weeks?
What new ministry, if resources were not a factor, would we start immediately to increase discipleship 
effectiveness over the next 12 months? What three ministries would we stop immediately, if politics were not 
a factor, to increase discipleship effectiveness over the next 12 months? What is truly at stake for starting or 
stopping either one?
Who will lead the charge for the next six months and be our River Guide on this clarity journey?
After discussing these questions, and identifying obstacles and leadership,  
move on to Step Three: Schedule.

Consistently
Conventional
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Proceed to Step 3 on Page 17
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This Headwater Profile is more than 15 years old and has too much vision language… the industrious church.  
There seems to be no end to your resources or ability to generate ministry energy – and new ideas. Like the 
Energizer Bunny, movement and noise seem to be a constant. Unfortunately, even with great communication, 
there is still no real basis for saying no to new opportunities. Your ability is slowly becoming your worst 
enemy. The sheer magnitude of “what we could do” keeps you from knowing “what we should do.” Where 
new buildings, new ministries and new logos used to engage the congregation, more has now become less. 
Volunteer numbers have been steadily dwindling and people seem less and less excited about the vision than 
in prior years. Additionally, there is a much less congregational “buzz” about the movement of God in people’s 
lives. As the point leader, you probably sense that your people are overwhelmed, but more work and more 
words appear to be the only way to keep momentum from slowing.
Simply put: It is time to move away from doing more, building more, or raising more as your single recipe of 
success.

Ask the team: 
What markers of success do we currently celebrate? How do these measurements reflect effectiveness in 
accomplishing our mission? What needs to change? 
Among all of the years of vision language, what has stood the test of time? What statements can we build on 
that point toward healthy markers of success?
Who will lead the charge for the next six months and be our River Guide on this clarity journey?
After discussing these questions, and identifying obstacles and leadership, move on to Step Three: Schedule.

Tirelessly
Pleasing
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Proceed to Step 3 on Page 17
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Finally, calendar one day per month for the next six months to develop a unique understanding and clarity of 
vision. Protect this day as if the life of the church depended on it, because it probably does.
In thinking through the schedule, the best River Guide may be a strategic outsider. It is at this point in which 
you need to have an honest conversation among leadership and ask: 

Is this something we have the time and experience to lead? 
Who would likely facilitate these discussions that we would rather have participate? 
Is it time to bring in a partner to guide us somewhere we have never been before as a team?

To understand specifically where help might be needed, plot your 2-3 obvious ‘No’s’ from the discussions on 
page 9 in the chart below. This serves to reveal specific areas of vision articulation that need immediate work 
in your church in context of Auxano’s Vision Frame tool.

Will Mancini’s books, Church Unique and God Dreams, are helpful resources to learn more about the Vision 
Frame and each of these irreducible understandings of visionary leadership.
An Auxano Navigator can be a valuable resource to you on the river. As River Guides and trail blazers, we are 
passionate about creating breakthrough clarity to help leaders in churches of your exact type, realize their 
vision. Contact Auxano at 800.894.0991 or visit auxano.com/contact/ to schedule a complementary vision 
clarity discovery call.

STEP 3: SCHEDULE

QUESTIONS

Obvious “no” 
responses here 

likely means you 
experience…  

Weak or missing 
understanding 

of WHAT you are 
doing through 

Mission.

Weak or missing 
understanding 

of HOW you 
accomplish  

Mission through 
Strategy.

Weak or missing 
understanding of 

WHEN you are 
successful  

through Mission 
Measures.

Weak or missing 
understanding of 
WHY you do what 

you do through 
Values.

Weak or missing 
understanding 

of WHERE God is 
leading you  

through Vision 
Horizons.

1, 6 or 11 2, 7 or 12 3, 8 or 13 4, 9 or 14 5, 10 or 15
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30 Minutes
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Thanks for starting at the Headwaters! God has a powerful journey ahead and we are thankful 
that He has provided the ultimate River Guide in the Holy Spirit to guide us every step of the 
way! Know that the Auxano team is praying for you and is here to cheer you on or partner with 
you to create the breakthrough you have been missing.   

Praying God’s blessing for the journey ahead. 

High-level thinking.  
        Ground-level application.

The Vision Headwaters 
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auxano.com

© 2017 Auxano. All rights reserved. 

Share it, copy it, print it. - but please do not alter it or charge for it.

TeamUp is brought to you by the Auxano team and delivered through the VisionRoom.com. 
If you like TeamUp, we invite you to check out the suite of resources at VisionRoom.com:

High-level thinking.  
         Ground-level application.

Book Summaries Created for Church Leaders
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